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PURPOSE

Thomas Atherton is applying to the Provincial Agricultural Land Commission (ALC) for
permission to remove his property located at 3634 Happy Valley Road from the Agriculture Land
Reserve (ALR). As required by the ALC, an application for removal of lands from the ALR must
be received by the local authority.

APPLICATION DATA

Applicant Thomas Atherton

Owner Thomas Atherton

Location 3634 Happy Valley Road

Legal Lot 6, Section 80, Metchosin District, Plan 7142

Size of Property 8,752 M2 (2.2 ac)

Size of Area to be
Excluded From the ALR

8,752 m2 (2.2 ac)

DP Areas Flood Plain, Drainage Concerns, Riparian, Potential Habitat and Biodiversity Values

Zoning Current - AG1 (Agriculture 1)

OCP Designation Current - Agricultural Strategy Lands

SITE AND SURROUNDING AREA

The subject property is located on the west side of Happy Valley Road, and comprises of a
single parcel of land measuring approximately 8,752 m2 (2.2 ac) in size (please see site map
attached to this report as Appendix "A"). Currently, 100% of the subject property is designated
within the ALR. The topography of the site is flat with rocky outcrops immediately surrounding
the single-family dwelling and accessory building that is located at the south end of the lot. A
grass field covers the majority of the subject property as shown in the photograph attached to
this report as Appendix "B".

The surrounding land uses are residential , small-scale farming and accessory storage of
equipment and vehicles on 3622 Happy Valley Road . All lands adjacent to the subject property
are designated as "Agricultural 1 (AG1) Zone" within the Zoning Bylaw . The Official Community
Plan (OCP) designation of the surrounding lands with the exception of the Galloping Goose Trail
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to the West is "Agricultural Strategy Lands ". Lands located west of the subject property are
designated within the OCP as "Neighbourhood".

The adjacent property to the north (3622 Happy Valley Road) is also subject to an application
(ALR-08-01) to for exclusion from the ALR.

Table 1: Surrounding Land Uses

Zoning Use

North AG1 (Agricultural 1 Zone) Equipment storage/workshop/
residential

East AG1 (Agricultural 1 Zone) Small-scale agriculture/ residential

South AG1 (Agricultural 1 Zone) Small-scale agriculture/ residential

West AG1 (Agricultural 1 Zone) Galloping Goose Regional Trail

COUNCIL POLICY

OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN

Objective 11.3 Ensure development in or around farmlands does not preclude long term
viability.

Policy 11.3.1 Develop an edge planning policy for properties adjacent to ALR properties or
acquire farmland as a means to ensure new development will not jeopardize
the long term use of the land for agricultural purposes.

Policy 11.3.2 Support municipal purchasing of farmland that is not being actively farmed (to
protect it from future threat of speculation) and the set up a community trust
to manage intensive, farm operations on this land for the benefit of the
community.

Policy 11.3.3 As it relates to exclusion applications of farm lands from the Agricultural Land
Reserve (ALR), the City will support exclusions provided there is
considerable benefit that can be provided such as farmland dedications for
community trust and/or upgrades to farming / farmland infrastructure as part
of exclusions.

SOUTH LANGFORD NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN

The designation of the subject property within the South Langford Neighbourhood Plan is "Rural
with Heritage Values", which under the Plan "applies to areas where the traditional land use of a
property is of significance to the history and culture of Langford. An average density of 1 lot per
12 ha (30 acres) applies to this designation...". The South Langford Plan has been incorporated
into Zoning Bylaw No. 300 as design guidelines.
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LANGFORD GREEN CITY STRATEGY

At the Regular Meeting of Langford City Council on November 3rd, 2008 , Council adopted
several initiatives as part of Langford ' s overall " Green Strategy ", and thereby directed staff to
continue the following activities as part of an "ALR Strategy":

"The City of Langford has begun collecting fees on development to put towards the purchase of
land designated within the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR). ALR Strategy The City intends to
encourage farming and further protect viable farmland that it acquires , as called for in the
Official Community Plan. A comprehensive agricultural strategy is being developed by City Staff
with the aid of a steering recently struck committee by Council to inform the agricultural planning
process. "

COMMENTS

LAND CAPABILITY ASSESSMENT

The applicant has submitted a "Land Capability Assessment " compiled by Jackie Churchill
M.Sc. of Madrone Environmental Services (attached to this report as Appendix " E") in support of
his application for ALR exclusion. In her assessment , Ms Churchill primarily used the results of
a soil study of the subject property to conclude that: "...the land (3634 Happy Valley Road) has
significant limitations which restrict the range of crops that can be grown ", and stated that
multiple limiting factors reduce its agricultural capability . She also suggests that the small size of
the property mean that improvements to its agricultural capability through soil modifications and
drainage/ irrigation works are "likely not economically feasible".

AGRICULTURAL SUITABILITY REVIEW FOR SOUTH LANGFORD NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN AREA

CAPABILITY ASSESSMENT

On October 9th, 2007 . Langford Planning and Zoning Standing Committee received the findings
of a report on the agricultural viability of ALR lands in Langford compiled by Brian P . French, P.
Ag. This report identified the subject property as being "Lands for Possible Exclusion" based
on Mr . French ' s assessment of the agricultural viability of the lands.

COMPLIANCE WITH THE OCP

To comply with the OCP and previous resolutions of Council, strategies currently being
analysed as potential components of a future comprehensive agricultural strategy could be
applied to the development of the subject property if it were excluded from the ALR. These
strategies are described below as the following:

• "Edge Planning" is a concept that encompasses a suite of policies the City can use to
mitigate any negative impact that development may have on nearby farmlands. It calls
for the separation of non-farm land uses and agricultural areas (or ALR land) with
landscaped buffer areas and the careful design of subdivisions physical infrastructure so
that development does not create conflicts between farmers and the residents and users
of adjacent developments. Please see the diagram attached to this report as Appendix
"C" for an example of how developments can be designed using edge planning
principles to protect the viability of farmland.
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• "Agricultural Urbanism" is a new concept developed by the planning consultant firm HB
Lanark, which was also contracted to aid in the development of the City of Langford's
recent OCP review. It is currently being used to plan the "Southlands" development in
Delta BC, which blends rather than separating residential, mixed-use and agricultural
land-uses with the goal of "creating an urban environment that activates and sustains
urban agriculture with important elements such as educational programs, small-scale
processing opportunities and a farmers' market or other local sales conduits. " The idea
is backed-up research that suggests that higher density residential development can
coexist well with nearby agricultural operations. Please refer to the diagrams attached to
this report as Appendix "D" showing examples of conceptual Urban Agriculture designs
taken from the Southlands Design Brief.

On the basis of the results of the Land Capability Assessment submitted by the applicant and
the City's own assessment, Council may wish to consider directing staff to submit a letter report
to the Agricultural Land Commission stating the City would not object to the removal of land at
3634 Happy Valley Road from the Agricultural Land Reserve subject to any future
redevelopment of the subject property being guided by "Edge Planning" and/or "Agricultural
Urbanism" principles at the time of rezoning;

OPTIONS

That the Planning and Zoning Committee recommend that Council:

1. Direct staff to submit a letter report to the Agricultural Land Commission stating the City
would not object to the removal of land at 3634 Happy Valley Road from the Agricultural
Land Reserve subject to any future redevelopment of the subject property being guided by
"Edge Planning" and/or "Agricultural Urbanism" principles at the time of rezoning to attain a
net benefit to agriculture;

OR

2. Direct staff to submit a letter report to the Agricultural Land Commission stating that the
City's interests would not be served by allowing the of land from Agricultural Land Reserve
at 3634 Happy Valley Road.

Matthew Baldwin , MCIP lain Bourhill
City Planner Planner I

John Manson, P.Eng. Steve Ternent
City Engioeer Treasurer

:ib

Bob Beckett
Fire Chief

^- T
Rob B, chan, MCIP
Clerk, dministrator
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APPENDIX A

AGRICULTURAL LAND RESERVE APPLICATION
ALR-08-02

3634 Happy Valley Road

Scale NT.S Last Revised: December 16, 2008
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APPENDIX B

Aerial Photo of 3634 Happy Valley Road and Surrounding Area

AGRICULTURAL LAND RESERVE APPLICATION

ALR-08-02

3634 Happy Valley Road

Scale N T S. Last Rev ised December 16, 2008
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APPENDIX C

Example of Edge Planning Principles Applied to Residential Development - Adapted from
"Guide to Edge Planning: Promoting Compatibility Along Urban-Agricultural Edges" Ministry of
Lands and Agriculture (2008)

300 m

Edge Planning
A re a

Siting and
building
standards as
per existing
zoning and
building
requirements

Special management
guidelines for urban
development should
consider:

rain water
management

building design

subdivision design
and road layout

disclosure statements

buffer signage

buffer design, use
and maintenance

I

T
15 m

Vegetative Buffer

Backyard (No Principal
Residential Buildings)

ALR Boundary
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APPENDIX D

Examples of Conceptual Agriculture Urbanism Designs -Adapted from the "Southlands
Design Brief" Southlands Community Planning Team (2008).

Agricultural/Urban Transition Area Cross-section

ra,ww.^: s.7 ^2^.1' nt lv+w'k

Artist's Concept for Urban Agricultural Urbanism Village
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APPENDIX E

Land Capability Assessment

3634 Happy Valley Road
Ma drone Environmental Services Ltd.

(20 pages total)
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1.0 SUMMARY

LAND CAPABILITY ASSESSMENT
Mr. Tom Atherton
3634 Happy Valley Road, Langford, BC

• The 0.90 ha (2.2 acre ) property contains primarily sandy loam to loamy sand

soils of the 1-'inlayson, Beavertail and Quatnichan Soil Associations which are

subject to variable limitations for aridity, excess moisture , undesirable soil
structure, fertility , and stoniness limitations.

• The property contains soils that are not well - suited for agriculture . Soils in
Map Unit A are limited due to significant and unimprovable excess moisture

limitations, in combination with undesirable soil structure , aridity and
fertility.

• Soils in Map Unit B are also limited due to significant and unintprovable

excess moisture limitations and in combination with aridity and undesirable

soil structure in Map Unit B.

• Map Unit C is made t i p of 70" 4> Quantichan soils, which have variable but
significant limitations due to aridity, fertility and stoniness . In addition,
approximately 30'/0 of the area consists of rock outcrops. These are rated as
Class 7 due to depth - to-bedrock limitations, and of course are unimprovable.

• Class 4 and Class 3 limitations occur in 71% and 22% of the property,

respectively. Class 7 limitations occur over 7% of the study area. Deep

plowing, irrigation and fertilization could improve the soils in some areas.
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Land Capability Assessment - 3634 Happy Valley Road September 24, 2008

• However, these improvements may not be economically feasible due to the

small size (0.90 ha) of the property and even smaller size of potentially

improvable land. The small size should be taken into consideration in

evaluating the potential of this parcel to support an economically viable farm

operation.

• The soils have an existing ( i.e., unimproved) land capability as follows:

Class Area {%)

6 or 7
5

7

0

4 71

22
1 and 2 0

Assuming improvement is economically feasible, the soils have a potential (i.e.,

improved) land capability as follows:

Class Area ("0
6 car 7 7

5 U
4 5.5
3 38

Iand2 U

2.0 INTRODUCTION

At the request of Mr. Tom Atherton (the Client), the land capability for

agriculture was assessed at the 3634 Happy Valley Road property, located in

Langford, 12.5 kilt west of Victoria, B.C. and approximately 14.5 kill northeast of

Smoke, BC. The study area encompasses all of the 0.90 ha (2.2 acres) property.

The property is currently zoned Agricultural I (AG I) within the Agricultural

[.and Reserve (AI.R).

2.1 Purpose and Scope

The purpose of the assessment is to evaluate the capability of the land to support

agriculture. A detailed investigation of soil types within the property was

conducted, and the site was segregated into polygons (map units) representing

soil types and agricultural potential based on assessed limitations. The report

includes a map of the property (Figure 1), (found on the next page) which shows

the approximate boundaries of the identified map units.
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3.0 ASSESSMENT METHODS

3.1 Field Assessment

The field assessment was completed on September 19, 2008 (by Jackie Churchill, M.

Sc., B.I.T., A.Sc.T.). A total of four soil pits were excavated and one surface

observation was made. At sites where soil pits were dug, soil properties, including

coarse fragment content, texture of fines, soil drainage, consistency (firmness), root

density, content of buried wood, structure, colour (moist), horizon classification,

and thickness, evidence of glcying or mottling, abundance of concretions, parent

material, and depth to impervious horizon were recorded. Further observations of

topography, soil disturbance, land use, and vegetation also occurred. Numerous

photos were taken at each plot.

Based on the. results from each pit, capability classes were mapped onto a 1:100C-

scale orthophoto. Soils were described to the soil subgroup classification level,

and assigned to Soil Associations/Phases described by Jungcn (1985). Soil data

are shown in Table 2.

3.2 Land Capability and Soil Classification

The classes and terms used in this report are based on the B.C. Ministry of

Environment manual L and Capability Classification for Agriculture in British

Columbia:. Soils were classified using The Canadian System of Soil Classifcation',

and the names of the soils follow the report and maps included in the Ministry of

Environment (1985) Technical Keport 17, Soils of Southern Vancouver Island. The

climatic capability for agriculture was estimated using the Climate Capability for

Agriculture map 92B/NW of Victoria, B.C. (Coligado 1980).

The Land Capability Classification for Agriculture in B.C. contains seven classes

differentiated on the basis on inherent capability of soils and climate to support

agricultural crops.
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Capability decreases from Class I to Class 7, with Class I soils able to support

the greatest range and yield of crops and requiring the least amount of

management to bring them into production. Conversely, Class 7 soils support

the narrowest range of crops (if any) and require extreme management input to

establish agricultural or forage crops. Classes 1 through 4 are considered capable of

supporting sustained agriculture.

The classification also recognizes the nature of soil limitation. The greater the

number and/or severity of the limitation(s), the lower the capability, and hence

the higher the soil class. The type of limitation is shown with an alphabetic

symbol (Table 1), which follows the land capability class. For example, a

Class 4A soil suffers moderate limitations, due mainly to lack of sufficient soil

Moisture.

The classification also recognizes that management inputs may improve a soil, thus

changing the capability class. For example, stone removal may alleviate a stoniness

limitation such that the land capability class is changed from a Class 4P to

Class 3P.

Table 1. Description of land capability limitations

Symbol Description

Soil moisture deficiency (droughtines, due to poor soil moisture retention).

C Adverse climate (thermal limitations due to growing season frost or low temperatures).

D
Adverse soil structure and/or low perviousness isoils are difficult to cultivate due to
firmness or poor trafficabilityt.

E Erosion (soils have been subject to past erosion).

F Fertility (soils have high fertilizer requirement).

I Inundation (soils are flooded part at the year).

N Salinity (soils have high salt contents.

P Stoniness (soils have high stone content..

R Depth to rock (soils are shallow over bedrock).

T Topography (land is sufficiently steep or complex to limit near hire use)

W Excess water (soils are wet).
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4.0 STUDY AREA DESCRIPTION

4.1 Location

The study area is located at 3634 Happy Valley Road, in Langford, 12.5 km west of

Victoria, B.C. and approximately 14.5 km northeast of Sooke, BC. The legal

description is "Lot 6, Metchosin District, PID - 005745900". The area assessed

covers approximately 0.90 ha (2.2 acre) and backs onto the Galloping Goose Trail.

Figure 1 shows the property location.

The property lies between 62 m and 65 m above sea level.

4.2 Zoning and Existing Land Use

The property is zoned within the ALR and supports a fenced field throughout

the majority of the study area. Grasses, buttercup and moss species cover the

field. The remaining portion of the property includes a house, garage, barn,

driveway and lawn, as well as several small rock outcrops adjacent to the house in

the south eastern portion of the property. There are a few scattered trees

throughout the property including young western redcedar and Douglas-fir, ash,

maple and a large plum tree. Black cottonwood and red alder line the property

border to the west. Along the northern property boundary there is a narrow

man-made ditch which flows into a small culvert underneath Happy Valley Road.

4.3 Climate

The nearest established climate station is "Victoria Marine", approximately

11.7 km west of the property at 31.7 nm elevation. The area has a yearly

precipitation of 1235.7 nnn per year (including 27 cm of snow) and a mean

annual temperature of about 9.1"C.

'['he area has low rainfall between May and September (about 142.6 mnm) and has

a climatic moisture deficit between 191 nom and 265 nn.

The Climatic Capability itlap for Agriculture (Coligado, 1980) shows the

assessment area as Class 4A( 1), indicating a climatic aridity limitation at the

Class 4 level, improvable with irrigation to Class 1.
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[frosts can occur as late as early May and as early as early O ctober ( rarely in late

September), but on average, the area experiences 95 frost - free periods (days)

annually. F rost may limit the production of certain sensitive crops such as kiwi,

grapes, cherries , peaches, and apricots.

4.4 Landform and Soils

4.4.1 Landscape and Topography

The topography over the property is gently sloping to level (Map Units A and B)

with the exception of the small section of rock outcrops found within the study

area (Map Unit C).

The surficial geology consists primarily of glaciomarine sediments, deposited in

the early post-glacial (Holocene) period, as ice-sheets were retreating. At that

time, the study area was under up to 40 m of marine water, and these sediments

were deposited as part of a marine basin marginal deltaic formation from (glacial

melt-water) out-wash rivers.

4.4.2 Soils Overview

Soils observed within the study area are derived from glaciomarine and
glaciofluvial deposits . Accordingly , they reflect the predominantly fine sandy

loam to loamy sand textures of the deep glacial outwash deposits . The soils in the

study area are primarily members of the Finlayson , Beavertail and Quarnichan

Soil Associations generally classified as Gleyed Dystric Brunisols , Othic Humo-

Ferric Podzols and Othic Dystric Brunisols, respectively , with minor inclusions

of Orthic Gleysols (as described in Jungen, 1985).

The Finlavson and Beavertail soils throughout the property generally have a low

total "coarse fragment'" content ranging from about 2%, - 5%. However, the

Quamichan soils in the study area have over 30%, coarse fragments. Coarse

fragment content strongly influences both soil moisture and nutrient retention.

4.4.3 Map Units and Soil Series

The soils on the site occur within three polygons or map areas (Map Units A, B,

and C), containing similar land capability classification and soil types.

(.oarse fragments are defined a. particles grcatcr than ' mm to diameter (gravel, obI'Ie.stones).
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Map Unit A

Map Unit A occupies 0.20 ha (0.5 acres) or approximately 22% of the study area.

This unit consists of Beavertail soils primarily O thic f lunio - l-erric Podzols.

These soils are typically well drained with loamy sand or sandy loam surface

textures changing to a sandy loam or slit loam at depth . Beavertail soils generally

contain less than 20%, fine gravels with dense, compact subsoils (Jungen , 1985).

Within the study area the soils are typically moderately well to well drained

loamy sands with a total coarse fragment content of approximately 5%. Dense

subsoils were common throughout the study area.

Map Unit A is comprised of the western portion of the fenced field dominated

by grasses, buttercup and moss species. There are scattered black cottonwood,

red alder, western redcedar and Douglas-fir on the property border in this

portion of the study area. This portion of the field is at a slightly higher elevation

than the remaining field to the east. According to the client, topsoil was taken of

the eastern portion of the field and sold, sometime in the mid 1960's.

The main limitations to agricultural capability in Map Unit A are undesirable soil

structure ( D), excess water (W) and aridity (A).

Photo 1 . Western portion of the

grass covered field.

Photo 2 . Beavertail soils Throughout

Map Unit A.
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Map Unit B
This map unit comprises a total of approximately 0.50 ha (1.2 acres) representing

55'Yo of the study area. This area is level to gently sloping and is mainly

comprised of a grass-dominated field in the eastern portion of the study area.

The soils in Map Unit B are made up of Gleyed Dystric Brunisol soils of the

Finlayson Soil Association with minor inclusions of Orthic Gleysols. These soils

(as described in Jungen, 1985) are typically imperfectly to moderately well-

drained and typically free of coarse fragments. The Finlayson soils within the

study area are sandy barns with low total coarse fragments (ranging between 2%,

- 39%) and dense subsoils.

The dominant vegetation within Map Unit B includes grass, buttercup and moss

species present within the field, as well as a few young Douglas-fir and western

redcedar in the northeast corner of the property.

The main limitations to agricultural capability in Map Unit A are undesirable soil

structure (D), excess water (W), aridity (A) and fertility (F).

Photo 3. Grass field in the eastern Photo 4 . Finlayson soils found in
section of the study area. Map Unit B. Note the mottling

within the soil profile.
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Photo S. Gleyed Finlayson soils
within Map Unit B.

Photo 7. Ditch running along the
edge of the property boundary in
Map Unit B and draining into the
culvert shown in Photo 8.

Photo 6 . Compacted Finlayson
soils present in Map Unit B.

Photo 8 . Culvert running under
I sappy Valley Road.

Map Unit C

Map Unit C occupies 0.20 ha (0.5 acres) or 23% of the study area and represents

the slightly elevated portion of the property to the east.
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This unit consists of the Quamichan Soil Association (Orthic Dystric Brunisols)
and scattered rock outcrops . Quamichan soils are typically rapidly drained with
gravelly loamy sand textures (Jungen, 1985).

Within the study area the soils are well drained with loamy sand surface textures

and total coarse fragment content over 3O%.

Map Unit C is comprised of the house, garage , yard and driveway area which
occurs adjacent to Happy Valley Road . There are scattered maple, ash , and other
trees species as well as various garden plants located throughout this map unit.
Also several moss dominated rock outcrops occur within Map Unit C.

The main limitations to agricultural capability in Map Unit A are aridity (A),

fertility (F), stoniness (P) and depth-to-bedrock (R).

Photo 9 . Lawn area adjacent to

Happy Valley Road within Map

Unit C.

Photo 10. Quamichan soils found
within Map Unit C. Note the coarse
fragments.
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Photo 11. Small rock outcrops
within Map Unit C.

5.0 LAND CAPABILITY ASSESSMENT

Page 12

September 24, 2008

Map Unit A

The soils in this unit have several limitations to agricultural production , namely

excess moisture (W), undesirable soil structure (D), aridity (A) and fertility (F).

The aridity and fertility limitations are at the Class 3A and Class 3F levels. The

aridity limitation is driven by the climatic moisture deficit that promotes drought

during the summer growing period. This limitation is improvable to Class 2A or

Class I through irrigation but may not be economically feasible as the soils have
a relatively low water storage capacity, due to the relatively coarse textures . The

fertility limitation is improvable to the Class 2F or Class I with the use of

fertilizers.

Despite the aridity limitation in the growing season, the soils are nonetheless

subject to excess moisture in the late fall through to early spring . High water

tables at that time will limit the range of perennial crops. In addition , these soils

will probably not be suitable for winter use by livestock . E xcess moisture (W) at

the Class 3W level occurs throughout the map unit. Excess moisture is a

significant and uninlprovable limitation as there in no external pathway for

drainage, for example , a large collector ditch adjacent to the property . There is a

culvert which runs underneath Happy Valley Road but in order to provide

sufficient drainage for the property this culvert would need to be at least I m

below the properties current elevation.
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The invert of the culvert in question is approximately 30 cnt below the surface

elevation in the property and therefore will not provide adequate drainage for

either Map Unit A or B.

Undesirable soil structure (I)), in the form of compact subsurface horizons

occurs ranging from the Class 3D to Class 2I) level. Approximately 70% of Map

Unit A contains soils with Class 3D limitations, while the remaining 30%

contains soils with Class 2D limitations.

The undesirable soil stricture limitations could he improved to the Class l or

Class 2I) levels in most cases by deep plowing or subsoiling, which could

potentially improve the this limitation by breaking up the root-restricting; layers.

However, the owner should be aware that these soils tend to recompact over

time, requiring additional treatments. This could he a recurring cost of

improvement

Map Unit B

The main limitations to agricultural production within Map Unit B are excess

moisture (W), undesirable soil structure (D) and aridity (A)

The aridity limitation is at the Class 2A or Class 3A levels and is driven by the

climatic moisture deficit that promotes drought during the summer growing

period. This limitation is improvable to Class I or Class 2A through irrigation.

As with Map Unit A, despite the aridity limitation in the growing season, the

soils are nonetheless subject to excess moisture in the late fall through to early

spring. High water tables at that time will limit the range of perennial crops. In

addition, these soils will probably not be suitable for winter use by livestock.

Excess moisture (W) at the Class 4W level occurs throughout the snap unit.

Excess moisture is a significant and unimprovable limitation as again there in no

external pathway for drainage. As previously mentioned above, the culvert

running underneath Happy Valley Road will not allow sufficient drainage for the
property.

Furthermore , undesirable soil structure ( D), in the form of compact subsurface
horizons occurs at the Class 3D level.
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The undesirable soil structure limitations could he improved to the Class 2D or

Class I level in most cases by deep plowing or subsoiling , which could potentially

improve this limitation by breaking up the root - restricting layers.

I lowever, as mentioned above these soils tend to recompact over time, requiring

additional treatments and subsequently recurring costs.

Map Unit C

Within Map Unit C, aridity (A), fertility ( F), stoniness (P ) and depth-to-

bedrock ( R) are the main limitations.

Depth - to-bedrock at the Class 7R level occur in approximately 30%, of Map

Unit C. Several small rock outcrops occur throughout Map Unit B and are

considered non-arable and not improvable.

The remaining 70%of Map Unit C is made up of Quamichan soils which are

limited based on aridity, fertility and stoniness.

Aridity and fertility limitations at the Class 4A and Class 4F levels Occur

throughout Map Unit C. The aridity limitation is improvable to Class 3A

through irrigation but may not be economically feasible as the soils have a

relatively low water storage capacity, due to the relatively coarse textures and

high coarse fragment content. The fertility limitation is improvable to the

Class 2F with the use of fertilizers.

Stoniness is also a limitation throughout Map Unit C. Approximately, S0'% and

20 of Map Unit C are limited at the Class 2P and Class 3P levels, respectively.

In sonic instances stone-picking will slightly improve soils by removing cobbles,

however as the majority of coarse fragments consist of gravels (which are

considered impractical to remove) this limitation is generally Lill Improvable.

6.0 LAND CAPABILITY SUMMARY

In general , the property is not well-suited for agriculture. Within Map Units A

and R there are significant and unimprovable excess moisture limitations in

combination with the aridity and undesirable soil structure limitations which

occur in both units, as well as the fertility limitations within Map Unit A.
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Within Map Unit C approximately, 30% of the property is Class 7 due to several

small rock outcrops. The remaining 70%, of Map Unit C, has significant but

potentially improvable aridity and fertility limitations in association with

stoniness limitations which are impractical to improve.

However, deep plowing to break up the compacted and root-restricted

subsurface soil layers, irrigation and fertilization could potentially improve soils

within the property.

Table 2 summarizes the soil observations and plot descriptions while Tables 3

summarizes the existing and improved limitations for each unit, and the area

covered by each unit . Tables 4 and 5, respectively summarize the proportions of

existing and improved limitations for each map unit.
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Table 3 . Land Capability Classifications and Improved Ratings for Area Units

. e 11

Ie

ffi e ne

' 1 e 4 F ^^

A 0.20 22 3

B 0.50 55 4 4

C 0.20 23 4 3
Total 0.90 100%

Table 4. Proportions of Existing Land Capability Rating for Each Unit

ra

N.^ o

A 0 100 0 0 0 0
B 4 0 0 100 0 0 0

C 4 0 0 70 0 0 30

Total Area of Each tl 0.20 O.b4 U 0 0.06

Class (ha)
Percent of Class 0 22 71 0 0 7
Representation

Table 5. Proportions of Improved Land Capability Rating for Each Unit

B .1 0 0 0 100 0

C. 3 0 0 70 0 0
Total Area of 0 0 0.34 0.50 0

Each Class (ha;
Percent of total 0 0 38 55 0
area in each

Jnlprov ( xt class
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS

Soils are limited by aridity, fertility, stoniness , excess wetness and undesirable
soil structure throughout the property . These limitations are typically at the
Class 3 and Class 4 levels. Together they render the property not well-suited for

agriculture due mainly to the unimprovable excess moisture limitations in Map
Units A and B. Within Map Unit C, there are significant aridity, fertility, and
stoniness limitations, as well as severe and unimprovable depth-to-bedrock
limitations which occur over 7'%, of the study area due to several rock outcrops.

In summary, the land has significant limitations which restrict the range of crops

that can be grown. The multiplicity of limitations (rather than lust one)

represents a special consideration in terms of agricultural capability.

Furthermore, improvements arc likely not economically feasible due to the small

size (0.90-ha) of the property and even smaller size of potentially improvable

land. The small size should be taken into consideration in evaluating the potential

of this parcel to support an economically viable farm operation

Prepared by:

Jackie Churchill, M. Sc., 13.1.'1'., A.Sc.1'. Gordon Butt, M. Sc., P. Ag. P. Geo.
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